Délices au point de croix

dé: Marabout

Modello: LIBFR-9782501061919

Délices au point de croix
From the French "chou" to the "tartine de chocolat" and the "charlotte aux fraises", the apple of love and the cup of ice cream... embroider all these delicious plats with these 28 patterns...

Tinou Le Joly Sénoville. The French designer Tinou Le Joly Sénoville works also for publishing houses, fashion reviews, communication agencies and so on. Her colors, talent and creativity push her to the best. She realizes also fabrics, charts, paper-pulps and dresses, all with humor and tenderness!

143 pages.

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

Tout pour réussir le crochet

da: Marabout

Modello: LIBFR-9782501072656

Tout pour réussir le crochet
A fundamental book for finding all that your grand-mother should have taught you for crocheting. A little format to put the manual in your pockets or in your bags as to have it always on you.

Author: Edie Eckman
204 pages.

Price: € 6.90 (incl. VAT)
Tout pour réussir le tricot

da: Marabout

Modello: LIBFR-9782501072663

Tout pour réussir le tricot

A fundamental book for finding all that your grand-mother should have taught you for knitting. A little format to put the manual in your pockets or in your bags as to have it always on you.

Author: Edie Eckman

204 pages.

Price: € 6.90 (incl. VAT)
Customiser ses basiques

How to transform with 4 cuts, 3 stitches, 2 gluing spots and 1 good ides a black and sad skirt and a trivial white t-shirt into something new and original. Simple ideas are at stake to make wonderful accessories.

Stylist, designer, creator, but also cooker, Lene Knudson is everything! She opens to you her secrets and explains how to transform dresses and accessories into extraordinary things.

Authors: Lene Knudson, Hiroko Mori
144 pages.

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
Petits coeurs à broder - Le kit complet pour broder

A lovely, little handbook, full of easy-to-craft projects and coming with 3 cuts of felt, 4 cotton threads, 1 needle, 1 cut of chequered (Vichy) fabric and 1 cut of needlework fabric. A book and a kit all in one! By Emily Steven. 24 pages

Price: € 7.00 (incl. VAT)
Mon cours de broderie

da: Marabout

Modello: LIBFR-9782501077750

Mon cours de broderie

Hem stitch, French knot, shadow stitch and over 30 projects, to learn while stitching! A book that allows you to discover and learn basic embroidery techniques, while crafting a fashionable dress or a trendy accessory and learning embroidery basic techniques, to craft many kinds of accessories and things. Each lesson ends with the actual creation of a dress or an accessory. Also, each lesson includes several step-by-step explanations and pictures, resulting in highly practical and readable texts. A glossary, some professional tricks and tips complete this unique and brilliant "printed class", thanks also to the comprehensive lists of the materials needed for your projects.

By Marion Madel, a sewing and design teacher from Paris, managing ateliers and classes for beginners. She can explain in a simple and clear way stitching, sewing and crocheting techniques, often using impressive, play methods.

224 pages in French

Price: € 20.00 (incl. VAT)
Patchworks & quilts

da: Marabout

Modello: LIBFR-9782501078993

Patchworks & quilts
All you need is a few pieces of printed or plain fabrics, in silk or cotton, some ribbon or lace to create a beautiful creation that tells a story. A beautiful patchwork talks about love, friendship, happiness ... This works proposes 20 models, from the easiest ones to the more sophisticated ones, to transform simple little pieces of fabrics in quilts, with that modern touch.
Author: Cassandra Ellis
144 pages in French

Price: € 22.90 (incl. VAT)
Doudous longues pattes : A créer au crochet (et à cajoler !)
da: Marabout

Modello: LIBFR-9782501081740

This book teaches you how to create animals in crochet with a «particular». Easy and quick to make, these cats, bears and others two or four-legged friends all have the distinctive trait of having long paws in order to make it easier to cuddle them!
Authors: Shizue Okawa, Hisako Okawa
88 pages in French.

Price: € 12.90 (incl. VAT)
Broches brodées

da: Marabout

Modello: LIBFR-9782501087094

Broches brodées

More than 100 designs to stitch. Embroidery thread in different colors, a piece of fabric, a needle, a few simple stitches easy to do, lovely naive designs full of poetry, to have fun and create beautiful and unexpected brooches that will look very fashionable.

72 pages in French

Price: € 9.90 (incl. VAT)
Lettres tricotées

day: Marabout

Modello: LIBFR-9782501087063

Lettres tricotées
Here is a book that will become a legend in the world of knitting. More than 30 project around letters and typography. Scarves, caps, bags, sweaters, but also accessories for your home. The authors will share all of their secrets and tricks so that the fans will be able to personalise their creations in no time.

Authors: Catherine Hirst, Erssie Major

144 pages.

Price: € 15.90 (incl. VAT)
L'atelier des bracelets

Shamballa, Brazilian bangles, tresses and much more...

Over 40 bracelets to craft.

By Anne Sohier - Fournel

176 pages in French

Price: € 12.90 (incl. VAT)
**Bracelets Wrap**

*da: Marabout*

Modello: LIBFR-9782501093446

Bracelets Wrap
Bracelets that are quick and easy to make. Very clear instructions. A very fashionable jewellery! A book at a very small price.

Author: Anne Sohier - Fournel
48 pages in French

**Price:** € 4.95 (incl. VAT)
Apprendre à dessiner la mode comme un styliste

Marabout

Apprendre à dessiner la mode comme un styliste
A particular course to learn how to draw silhouettes, clothes and other fashion accessories. A wealth of tricks and advices.
Authors: Celia Joicey, Dennis Nothdruft
96 pages.

Price: € 12.90 (incl. VAT)
Bijoux origami

da: Marabout

Modello: LIBFR-9782501093484

Bijoux origami
Bracelets that are quick and easy to make. Very clear instructions. A very fashionable jewellery! A book at a very small price.

Author: Adeline Klam
48 pages in French

Price: € 4.95 (incl. VAT)
Gourmandises au tricot et au crochet

Rediscover the best dessert recipes (macarons, cream puffs, eclairs, chocolate croissant ...) in their CROCHET and KNIT versions ... True trompe-l’oeil objects that will make all food lovers and of course craft passionates' day!

Author: Françoise Vauzeilles
144 pages in French

Price: € 15.90 (incl. VAT)
Atelier de fleurs en papier

da: Marabout

Modello: LIBFR-9782501085427

Atelier de fleurs en papier
In this book you will find more than 30 simple flowers as well as numerous ideas for their arrangement. Step-by-step instructions will help you out.
Author: Adeline Klam
144 pages in French

Price: € 15.90 (incl. VAT)
La ménagerie des doudous

Author: Kerry Lord
128 pages in French

Price: € 15.90 (incl. VAT)

Modello: LIBFR-9782501099905

The cuddly toys become simple to crochet! A book that will give you some tips to learn how to make animals and delight your children.
200 points de crochet pas à pas

da: Marabout

Modello: LIBFR-9782501093675

Over 200 crochet points step by step explained with more than 400 photos and 200 charts.
Author: Sarah Hazel
192 pages in French

Price: € 17.90 (incl. VAT)
Bracelets paracorde - Techniques et modèles

da: Marabout

Simple and clear explanations, step by step.
Author: Anne Sohier - Fournel
48 pages in French

Price: € 4.95 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

**Bracelets perles fantaisie**
da: Marabout

Modello: LIBFR-9782501104333

Fashionable projects from the universe of beeads. Quick and easy bracelets to create. Detailed instructions.

Author: Agnès Delage-Calvet

48 pages in French

**Price: € 7.90** (incl. VAT)
Le grand livre des DIY* *(Do it yourself)
da: Marabout

Modello: LIBFR-9782501109819

A work that gathers more than 150 DIY (Do it yourself) projects with the following materials: marble, fabrics, wood, glass to create small jewelry, objects, accessories and other decorations.
All the techniques are explained step by step. Perfect for both beginners and skilled.
320 pages in French

Price: € 29.00 (incl. VAT)
Poupée à coudre

da: Marabout

Modello: LIBFR-9782501112789

Step by step instructions to create the "Miss Sunday" doll. A multitude of clothes (dresses, pants, scarves) and accessories (furniture and closet) to create its very own wardrobe. Ideal for beginners.

Author: Alma Fanteria

144 pages in French

Price: € 15.90 (incl. VAT)
La ménagerie des oiseaux

Author: Kerry Lord

128 pages in French

Price: € 15.90 (incl. VAT)
La Bible de la couture

da: Marabout

Modello: LIBFR-9782501112802

An essential book for beginners as well as more skilled sewers, with all there is to know on the art of sewing. Instructions on the necessary materials, a technical dictionary, symbols, the rules for a good sewing work and also, assembly and finishings.

320 pages in French.

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
DIY lover Émilie Guelpa loves to discover new techniques ... and loves to share them too. This is how this book was born, from the passion for weaving and her collaboration with Julie Robert, a specialist of this technique. They will show you tips and tricks and numerous designs as well: wall decors, bags and pillows, rugs…. Each project includes step by step details, tips and tricks, and also a new step by step technique. 144 pages in French.

**Price:** €15.90 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

Macramé
da: Marabout

Modello: LIBFR-9782501117258

Macrame and co ... or the art of creating knots. 144 pages in French

Price: € 15.90 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

Le grand livre du DIY broderie
da: Marabout

Modello: LIBFR-9782501124775

An essential work full of designs for beginners and skilled stitchers as well. More than 1000 tiny patterns for cross-stitch and straight stitch. More than 200 creations to embroider all the colors of the rainbow. Step by step instructions of the basic stitches, tips and tricks to embroider plenty of beautiful models.

Authors: Anne Sohier-Fournel, Agnès Delage-Calvet

416 pages in French

Price: € 19.90 (incl. VAT)
Point noué et cie

d: Marabout

Modello: LIBFR-9782501125093

Arts & Crafts enthusiast Julie Robert shares, in this book, her newest passion: Knotted stitch carpets. She unravels tips and tricks to create many different works such as wall decorations, bags, pillows, rugs and more ... A brand new technique explained step by step. Full-size paper patterns included.

Author: Julie Robert

192 pages in French.

Price: € 15.90 (incl. VAT)
Le petit précis de la couture

Author: Marie-Noëlle Bayard
64 pages in French.

Price: € 9.90 (incl. VAT)

Modello: LIBFR-9782501124768

An educational approach to the basic sewing techniques, explained step by step.
- A simple and complete course for both beginners and experts.
- Clear step by step explanations to master all the basic techniques and stitches.
- Tips and tricks on the right tools and more ...

Marie-Noëlle Bayard - Illustrations de Lucie Tezler
Toutes les techniques de base pour les débutants et les plus expérimentés
MARABOUT
Le petit précis de crochet

Marabout

Modello: LIBFR-9782501124744

An educational approach to the basic crochet techniques, explained step by step.

- A simple and complete course for both beginners and experts.
- Clear step by step explanations to master all the basic techniques and stitches.
- Tips and tricks on the right tools and more ...

Author: Marie-Noëlle Bayard
64 pages in French.

Price: € 9.90 (incl. VAT)
Toutous tout doux

da: Marabout

Modello: LIBFR-9782501130394

More than 50 dog models to crochet! Easy to create thanks to the clear instructions.
Author: Kerry Lord
144 pages in French

Price: € 15.90 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

Broderie pas à pas

**da: Marabout**

Modello: LIBFR-9782501130059

An illustrated bible for basic embroidery techniques. An overview on the right tools and materials to use, clear explanations on all the basic techniques, cross-stitch, traditional embroidery and so much more ...

224 pages in French

**Price: € 15.90** (incl. VAT)
Le petit précis de tricot

dia: Marabout

Modello: LIBFR-9782501124751

An educational approach to the basic knitting techniques, explained step by step.
- A simple and complete course for both beginners and experts.
- Clear step by step explanations to master all the basic techniques and stitches.
- Tips and tricks on the right tools and more ...

Author: Marie-Noëlle Bayard
64 pages in French.

Price: € 9.90 (incl. VAT)
Le petit précis broderie

da: Marabout

Modello: LIBFR-9782501133586

An educational approach to the basic embroidery techniques, explained step by step.
- A simple and complete course for both beginners and experts.
- Clear step by step explanations to master all the basic techniques and stitches.
- Tips and tricks on the right tools and more ...

Author: Marie-Noëlle Bayard
64 pages in French.

Price: € 9.90 (incl. VAT)
DIY au fil des saisons

This book puts together more than 100 DIY (Do it yourself) projects of embroidery, cross-stitch, knitting, crochet, pompons, sewing, calligraphy, jewelry, etc. Easy creations that you can finish in just a couple of hours! All the techniques are clearly explained step by step.

Author: Claire chicoine

304 pages in French

Price: € 29.00 (incl. VAT)
Mes poupées en crochet

da: Marabout

Modello: LIBFR-9782501124904

Get ready to crochet adorable little dolls and their garments! - Easy instructions to create 12 crochet dolls. More than 50 items of clothing and tiny accessories to go with them. Easy techniques suitable for both beginners and skilled crocheters.

Author: Rose Pierret
128 pages in French.

Price: € 15.90 (incl. VAT)
Broderie green

da: Marabout

Embroidery is once again trending! You can flaunt it on clothing and home decor too ... Succulents, plants, and flowers to decorate walls and accessories!

- Simple and practical instructions
- More than 50 designs
- Tips and tricks by the author
- Suitable for beginners

Author: Charlène Pourias
128 pages in French.

Price: € 15.90 (incl. VAT)